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Abstract: To enhance indoor insurance and community capability, deploying low-power and small-femtocells in the coverage 

of a macrocell is regarded as most encouraging methodology. Femtocells share the equivalent authorized range with a 

macrocell, if the cells of the femto are not enabled then that doesn't match with the intra-tier interference which causes 

execution debasement which might not be as effective as expected and might not support in expanding the network capacity. 

Apart from placing the femtocell by the operator in the coverage area of the macrocell it becomes necessary to test the 

femtocell which can effectively communicate with the macrocell. In this paper first we make sure whether both 3G and 4G 

(LTE) cells are up and next we investigate the femtocell that can effectively make Circuit exchanged (CS) and Packet 

exchanged (PS) calls. Finally we test the feature codes on the femtocell to upgrade it by building and stacking the GDF on 

to the equivalent femto. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

1. Definition of a Femtocell 

 

        Femtocells, also known as ‘home base stations’, are small low power cellular network access points that connect standard 

3GPP devices to a mobile operator’s network using residential Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), cable broadband connections, optical 

fibres or wireless last-mile technologies. They enable users to access voice and broadband services over the already existing 

broadband Internet connection. As per UMTS architecture, Femtocells are equivalent to UTRAN (RNC + Node B) combined in a 

box. A single residential femtocell supports usually at most four to eight simultaneous connections in any indoor environment, 

permitting authorized users to connect to the femtocell to utilize multiple services such as voice, data or real time multimedia 

streaming etc. The devices are integrated into small plastic desktop or wall mount cases and are installed to the customers’ premises 

by the customers themselves. They are plug and play devices. 

 

Small Cells are devices that extend radio coverage to supplement the Macro Cell network of a mobile operator. They extend             

service coverage inside homes or offices especially where access would otherwise be limited or unavailable without the need for 

expensive cell towers. Small Cells can be used in crowded urban areas such as shopping malls or train stations as a complement to 

the Macro network. 

 

 
Figure 1: Femtocell structure 

 

     An Internet Protocol link carries a mobile phone's traffic through a transport network toward the network of the mobile operator.  

 

Small Cells operate at lower output power than Macro Cells. They follow the 3GPP standards UMTS and LTE for cellular radio.                                    

Some types of these Small Cell devices additionally support radio connections through wireless local area networks (or WLANs), 

following the IEEE standards family 802.11. Their radio part is Wi-Fi certified. 
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The capacity of a Small Cell and the number of served mobile phones (also called User Equipment or UEs) depends on the type of 

Small Cell device.  

There are several classifications of devices in Nokia’s Small Cell portfolio. Femto Cells include: 

  

 Residential Cells used in private homes; and  

 Enterprise Cells and Small Office/ Home Office (or SOHO) Cells, which are used in small businesses. 

 Pico Cells are used in large indoor areas. 

 Micro Cells are used mainly in outdoor areas. 

 

2. Purposes of Femtocells 

      In cell networks, it is predicted that 60% of voice calls and over 90% of records offerings occur indoors. Many of these services 

like Web browsing, downloading emails, video streaming and video calls require excessive velocity connections and generate 

massive quantities of information site visitors to the network. The purchaser expectations are rising and shortly the cellular terminals 

will need to obtain the identical bitrates as the contemporary constant net connections. However, many surveys display that many 

cellular and internet customers at domestic and sure medium establishments enjoy a poor indoor coverage problem typically 

resulting from wall attenuations, multipath losses, scattering etc. It has been identified that terrible insurance is the principle motive 

for churn, which is very pricey for operators in saturated markets. 

Providing excellent indoor coverage in a price effective way is for that reason a traumatic assignment for operators. Coverage has 

always been an vital problem in cell telecom networks. It has historically been a trouble in rural regions because of the lengthy 

distance among base stations other than the indoor environment as mentioned above. The providers ought to continuously come up 

with answers to make the exceptional of the restrained radio resources which might be to be had at their disposal to enhance the 

QOS. 

These small cells are fully featured, quick variety mobile smartphone base stations used to complement cellular smartphone services 

from large macrocell towers. These variety from very compact residential femtocells to larger equipment used interior business 

workplaces or outside public areas. They provide outstanding cellular telephone insurance and facts speeds at domestic, within the 

office and public regions for both voice and records. Femto cells were developed for 3G and additionally the newer 4G/LTE radio 

technology. 

 

3. Terminology of Small Cells 

 
Figure 2: Different types of cells 

 

There are many terms that are used when discussing Small Cells. Here are some classifications based on output power, capacity,and    

coverage. 

 

 Femto Cells are used in residential and small business deployments. They provide the least capacity and coverage. 

 Pico cells are the primary solution for Hot Zones. They are compact, short-range base stations for enterprise indoor 

coverage and capacity. A Hot Zone is typically a medium wireless access area where more than 3 Small Cells are used to provide 

coverage and capacity. Examples of Hot Zones include city centers, airports, large shopping malls, and business parks.  
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 Micro cells, the primary solution used in Hot Spots, are short-range base stations that enhance coverage for indoor and 

outdoor users in areas where Macro Cell coverage is insufficient. Micro cells have higher output power than Pico cell sand can feed 

more antennas. A HotSpot is typically a small wireless access area where 1 to 3 Small Cells are used to provide coverage and 

capacity. Hot Spots can include train or metro station terminals, airport terminals, libraries, and hotel lobbies.  

 Mini Macro Cells provide capacity and coverage that approaches the level of traditional Macro cells.  

 

II. DESIGN PHASE 

 

1. Connectivity of a Femtocell 

           

                  Figure 3: Network connectivity of femtocell 

        Here User Equipment (UE) is nothing but customer’s android phone which is connected to the Femto Access Point(FAP) 

which supports a certain range of users. From FAP there will be a femto gateway which validate the incoming traffic and then 

connects it to the 3G-MSC which is a WCDMA network which supports 3G or 2G. 

 

2. Software Architecture 

 

With different cellular telecommunications systems there will need to be different ways of implementing the actual femtocell 

network architecture. However, there are a number of common requirements for the femtocell network architecture regardless of 

the cellular system used. 

The fundamental requirements for the femtocell network architecture are for the femtocell itself to be located within the users   

building (although some femtocells may be located externally to provide local coverage in areas where there is no other coverage). 

There must be a low cost and accessible form of backhaul. Typically, this uses the Internet via the users broadband connection. 

Finally, there must be a gateway to allow the traffic from femtocells carried by the Internet to then access the operator core network. 

 

    There are three main elements to the femtocell network architecture: 

 Home NodeB (HNB):   The Home Node B is 3G UMTS terminology for the femtocell access point within the home, or 

other location. The HNB will incorporate the capabilities of a standard Node B as well as the radio resource management functions 

found within a Radio Network Controller, RNC. 

 HNB Gateway (HNB-GW):   This is the entry point to the core network. The link into the core network is provided over 

Iu-cs and Iu-ps interface which are already used for links from Radio Network Controllers to the remaining core network. 

 

 The HNB-GW has the following functions: 

o It provides authentication and certification to allow only data to and from authorised HNBs 

o The HNB-GW aggregates traffic from a large number of HNBs and provides an entry point into the operator core 

network. 

o The HNB-GW provides a mechanism to support enhanced features such as clock sync distribution, other IP based 

synchronisation (e.g. IEEE1588, IETF Network Time Protocol, NTP, etc) 

 Iu-h Interface:   The Iu-h interface is used to provide the link or interface that connects the HNB with the HNB-GW. The 

Iu-h interface includes a new HNB Application Protocol, HNBAP that provides the high level of scalability required for the HNB 

deployment that will occur in a rather ad-hoc fashion. 

 

As the inclusion of femtocell technology is key to the deployment of LTE, it was necessary to develop the standardized LTE 

femtocell network architecture to take account of the LTE SAE, System Architecture Evolution requirements. 

The concept behind the LTE SAE is to provide a much flatter overall network architecture. This has many advantages in terms of 

network simplification and it is also a key element in enabling much lower levels of latency - a key requirement for LTE. 
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The femtocell network architecture has been defined to allow maximum flexibility and scalability to ensure that the deployment   

can be easily incorporated into the existing structures. By its very nature, the deployment of femtocells is achieved on an ad-hoc 

basis, this forms a large requirement for the system. 

 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

1. Existing System 

   Existing System portrays the Energy effectiveness as a developing worry in each part of the innovation. Aside from looking after 

gainfulness, vitality proficiency implies a decline in the by and large ecological impacts, which is not kidding worry in this day and 

age. Additionally, makes operator decides the static channels a femtocell at a specific area, which is viewed as system anticipating 

femtocells. Even though all the existing papers provides technique for energy utilization and coordinating the femtocell with the 

macrocell in dynamic and realtime interference they are lacking behind to see whether the cells of the femto are enabled which is 

the most important thing without that energy efficiency as well as coordination with macrocell is not possible. 

2. Proposed System 

Science femtocell is gaining a lot of popularity efficient usage of the cells of a particular variant of the femto is necessary. Improperly 

enabled cells can lead to degradation of the network strength and loses capacity to support the intended number of users. In the 

proposed system we provide a solution so that the cells of the femto can be enabled. Here we use MobaXterm brings all the basic 

Unix commands with enhanced terminal for Windows with an X11 server is, a selected SSH client and a few other system devices 

for remote processing from which we load the certificates on the femto and send the details of the femto to the authentication server 

to authenticate. After that snapshot and a Golden template based on the GDF is loaded on to the WPS which is tool that creates the 

profile with modified default parameters, finally profile is placed in SAM server to activate and then placed in the Femto Access 

Point (FAP) so that 3G and 4G cells will be enabled, also effectively make Circuit exchanged (CS) and Packet exchanged (PS) calls 

on femto to check whether it can communicate with the macrocell. For making CS and PS calls user equipment’s we be used, so 

that this will greatly improves the possible way of enabling the cells of the femto than any of the previously discussed solution. 

Here Feature code integration testing is done on the femtocell to enhance the existing capabilities.  

 

3. Methodology 

         The following steps have been followed in order to complete the WMS integration: 

 Developing the High Level and Low Level Design for the implementation 

 Developing the WPS package and coding for the various functionalities such as: 

 Logging into WPS and validating the Femto and the FemtoCluster 

 Configuration of multiple Femto parameters, BSR Profile and BSR Location Profile parameters through WPS after 

entering WICL prompt and also validity of attributes are verified 

 Checking in WPS that the attributes are successfully modified or not 

 Checking if Femto is stable and cell is up after the attribute modification 

 Listing critical alarms, if any in the entire network 

 Checking if alarms are existing in the particular FemtoCluster or Femto and based on the information displayed alarms 

can be rectified 

 Alarms can also be listed based on time, type and severity 

 Integrating the package developed for the WPS with the end to end network 

 Testing the above Residential FemtoCells 

 

4.  WPS (Wireless Provisioning System) and SAM. 

This optional network element assists with configuration management by the WMS. It also helps in creating elements under the 

network, especially Femtocells and launching them with golden profile after which they can be customized as per the requirements 

of the user. This is mainly used to modify the parameters and attributes value of the femto. These Attributes need to be set according 

to the test lines, clusters and the bandwidth of the femtocell. SAM is mainly used to activate the parameters set by the WPS. 

       IV       CONCLUSION 

             Femtocells have the potential to provide high quality network access to indoor users at low cost, while simultaneously 

reducing the burden on whole system. For the mobile operator, the attractions of a femtocell are improvements to both coverage 

and capacity, especially indoors. Consumers benefit from improved coverage and potentially better voice quality and battery life. 

In the current efficient energy utilization technique and migrating the femto within the coverage area of the macrocell for 

coordination might be a feasible solution to exploit majority bandwidth of the network but it suffers from unauthorized movements 

by the users and loses to have efficiency in energy. This paper figures out a better way to coordinate the interference of femtocell 

with the macrocell through the process of empowering the cells of the femto and also by making CS and PS calls accurately. In 

addition to this femto upgrade is a special feature which can be done by testing the element code by building proper GDF on to the 

femto. 
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